
Today data is everything but storing and managing your data is increasingly hard. It can be 
complicated, expensive and time consuming, with expanding workloads both on premise and in 
the cloud.
 
Here at Assured DP we deliver the latest Rubrik cloud data management technology as a service, 
from design and implementation through to monitoring and management. Rubrik offers a solution 
like no other, developed to incorporate modern day expectations and advancing technology to 
create fast and simple data protection across public, private and hybrid cloud environments.

Rubrik technology delivers automated backup, recovery archival search, cloud and development 
in a simple scale out platform built for hybrid cloud. We deliver Rubrik to customers ranging from 
5TB to multiple petabytes, across any number of sites.

HOW IT WORKS Quick Start: Rack and go. Auto-discovery. 
Rapid Ingest: Flash-optimised, parallel 
ingest accelerates snapshots and eliminates 
stun. Content-aware dedupe. One global 
namespace.

Automate: Intelligent SLA policy engine for 
effortless management.

Instant Recovery: Live Mount VMs & SQL for 
instant search and file restore.  

Secure: End-to-end encryption and 
immutability to fight Ransomware.

Cloud: “CloudOut” instantly accessible with 
global search. Launch apps with “CloudOn” 
for DR or test/dev. Run apps in cloud.
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SIMPLE SET UP Rack and go with automated 
discovery.

Almost zero down time on 
installation. 

POLICY DRIVEN Easy to manage, assign SLA 
policies. 

Dramatically reduce daily backup 
management time. 

INSTANT FILE DISCOVERY
Real time search allows files to 
be searched with ‘Google’ style 
predictive search options.

Time saved from finding files on 
backup discs and tapes. 

API FIRST ARCHITECTURE Mange all data through an easy 
to use HTML 5 interface.

Stay in control of all your data, 
anywhere, anytime. 

NEAR ZERO RTO
Mount VM’s and databases 
directly from the Rubrik 
platform.

Reduce recovery time from hours 
to just minutes with no impact on 
business. 

SCALE AS YOU GO Rubrik enables simple, scalable, 
linear growth on demand. 

Grow the size of your data centre as 
your business grows, keeping costs to 
a minimum.  

HIGH SECURITY All Rubrik appliances come with 
software encryption.

Peace of mind that your data is 
protected ensuring you meet 
compliance regulations.  

RUBRIK FEATURES AND BENEFITS

At Assured Data Protection, we have over 100 
collective years of industry experience. We work 
exclusively with Rubrik so we know the product 
inside out and we understand its exceptional 
capabilities. 

As their leading MSP we can offer the solution 
as a managed service tailored to individual 
business needs on either a Capex or Opex model 
making it affordable and achievable.

 

    WANT TO KNOW MORE?
    To find out more please contact any 

member of the Global Assured DP team

      info@assured-dp.com
UK Team: 0 (+44) 800 061 4298

US Team: +1 (703) 888 4783

SAVE ON COSTS & TIME

Up to 50%
Immediate Hard 

Savings.

Up to 70% Data 
Center Footprint 

Reduction.

Rapid installation and 
deployment.

2-3 minutes daily 
management time.

Rubrik integrates with VM’s, databases and IT delivery services 


